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Govt. Girls College, Chomu

Institutional Distinctiveness

The college is situated in the rural area of Jaipur district. The higher educational institutes

with cheap education and reliable environment are rare in numbers. Established in 1999, the

college caters to the needs of college education in this poor socio-economic background

where most of the population consists of agriculture background. The Institute has gained

distinctiveness through distinguished and learned faculty and has attained a reputation of
being reliable, healthy, peaceful and secure centre for higher education. Since most of the

youth belonging to local communities have rural and traditional background, along with

weaker economic conditions, they seek easily accessible, cheap and quality higher education

at affordable fee in our college with the support of various scholarships by government

departments like social justice and welfare department. The college provides an honest,

trustworthy student-teacher relationship with transparent management system and disciplined

administration. Students do not face any discrimination,

opportunities are equal for everyone and indiscipline is not at all tolerated.

The green campus is plastic free and tobacco-free. To provide quality education, college

faculty members are duly qualified and trained for keeping them updated. Leamed faculty is

always there to guide and supervise creative and talented, hardworking students. Our institute

works on holistic approach while inculcating humane values as far as teaching-learning is

concerned. Faculty is respected by the society and by students. As far as value system is

concerned, students are from traditional families with humble socio-cultural values. The

impact of college environment is clearly visible in a student's personality when compared to

his entry and passing out of the college. He is exposed to IT- friendly and eco-friendly

atmosphere, joins NSS/ YDC and various co -curricular and extra -curricular activities helps

all round personality development.so the students have opportunities to develop personality

through participating in cultural and literary activities, games and sports and chooses what he

likes amongst them. Organised NSS and Ranger Rover units aimed at developing socially

responsible citizens are active all round the year.

We provide ideal academic atmosphere to the Girls. We are working hardly towards

inculcation of knowledge and ethical values among students. We are working towards

developing independent courageous and confident women.
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